
 

EUROPALMS Magnolia Branch (EVA), artificial, violet
Magnolia with two detailed blossoms

Art. No.: 82530585
GTIN: 4026397582772

List price: 10.59 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397582772

Weight: 0,13 kg

Length: 1.00 m

Width: 0.18 m

Heigth: 0.12 m

Description:

The 100 cm long magnolia branch of Europalms has two large, open purple flowers and small
branches. It convinces by a natural color gradient in the petals and enhances your decoration
as a stylish accessory. As a design element in your office, your home or as part of an
arrangement, the flexible flower branch fits in perfectly.

The material EVA (ethylene vinyl acetate) gives you a product with a deceptive look, pleasant
feel and high resistance to ageing.

Magnolia plants belong to an ancient plant species. In nature, they will transform your garden
into a sea of flowers as soon as the first warm days announce spring. Their large, porcelain-like
flowers, which usually appear before the leaves shoot, are hard to top by their simple beauty.

Features:

- Branches bendable
- Suitable for outdoor use
- With greencolored lifelike leaves
- approx. 2 purplecolored beautifully flowers
- High quality

Technical specifications:

Setup: Branches bendable

Standing/fixation: Without
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https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82530585.html


Color: Purple/violet

Foliage: Material: EVA soft plast

Flowers: Pieces: approx. 2 pc/pcs

 Color: purple

 P(material: )EVA soft plast

Decor style: Woods and meadows; modern living

Season: Spring

Dimensions: Length: 1 m

Weight: 130 g
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